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IMG trainer Ricardo Riskalla reveals the cheatsheet foods that all top
models keep on hand

Nutrition knowledge has evolved so much in the last few years. Now we can use
certain foods products to keep us slim and beautiful, so for glowing skin and a
healthy body, start by adding these 15 power foods to your grocery basket, stat.

Website: rawfit.com.au
Instagram: @rawfit_training 

Spirulina. This is the mother of all superfoods. Containing more than
100 nutrients, it’s no wonder it’s used by astronauts and supermodels

alike.
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Alison Kovic

love this article

Rafa batool

#1 Eat when you're hungry. I'm ALWAYS hungry!!!!!!!!! #2 Stop when you're full, being too full after a meal
negates the enjoyment. No it doesn't if it tastes good, being really full with food you love feels great!!! I do agree
with don't eat when you're stressed. 
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